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望ヽbstract
It is M′ell kno、vn that the crystal structure Of rnagnetic substances is more or less distorted
M′hen the magnetic systen■is ordered  WVe deal郡/ith the crystal distortion(eXChange striction)
that arises froHi the exchange interaction sensitive to the interatoHlic distances  We have
derived a general expression for the exchange striction by means of a molecular aeld theory, 3″
二
^心
2貴sμレノレ(Q),μ=l to 6,where σ″'S are the spontaneous strains,N the number of spins,
5 the magnetic moment, Sμν'S the elastic constants andノν(c) he First derivative of the
exchange constant Mrith the strain 9ν,speciFied the spin structure by Q  ヽヽ「e have also obtained
the cttte五on hA he magnetたsytt m occurrs he nrst order phase tta瓜北bL η>寺[手
十
て百督1両「
],Where ηぉa COnttant hat characte五zes  mag面
tud  of magndo da載モcou∬hg
in the magnetic system and S is the spin number, Our theory is applicable to all of spin
structures including a kind of magnetic ions  WVe compare the calculated results with experi‐
hental results for the face―center d cubic lattice  lt is found that the agreement of thenl is
satisfactory qualitatively
§l lntrOduction
Spins in magnetic insulators locahze in the atonl which the spins belong to, and interact
each other through the overlappings of electrons in direrent ions on the path bet覇〆ee  the
magnetic ions.  This mechanis■1,caned superexchange interaction,has so far confirmed that
various magnetic structures are produced.
Change of distances bet、F、‐een the magnetic ions causes change of the electron Overlappings,
that is,change of the exchange interactions.  If the change of interatomic distances gives rise
to gain of the magnetic energy,the lattice、vill deform assoc ated恥アith he magnetic ordering,
、アhich is so―called exchange striction.
In fact, WIiss GreenⅥrald and Smartl)nrst pointed out the existence of the exchange
striction to explain the crystal distoritions of transition rnetal rnonoxides at loⅥr tempera ures.
卜I[any studies2～18),thereafter,have been performed on exchange strictions and on the erects
induced by it in various materials.  These studies,hoMrever,were individual.
In this paper we will give a more general formula for exchange striction and investigate
the innuence of it to magnetization.  ヽヽre use a molecular Field theory to obtain the formula.
This theory is simple and useful to understand quahtatively magnetic properties.
In s2 Ⅵre shoⅥr the theory of the exchange striction.  In§3、ve investigate the exchange
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